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Requirements for rezoning
Throughout this document, "Council" means the elected body in its role as policymaker, "County" means
the subdivision authority or development authority, as the context requires, and "county" with a lower
case "c" means the land area under Council's jurisdiction.
A policy affecting a quarter section also applies to
•

a fractional quarter section adjacent to the Fifth Meridian

•

a fractional quarter section adjacent to an Indian Reserve, and

•

a quarter section which has been reduced in area by the exclusion of a water body.

Section 638 of the Municipal Government Act requires that all statutory plans adopted by a municipality
must be consistent with each other. Where there is any uncertainty or apparent conflict, this document
is subservient to any Intermunicipal Development Plan, and a general statement or policy in this
document may be over-ridden by a more specific statement or policy in an area structure plan, an
overview plan, or the land use By-Law.

(Words in italics added by By-Law 32-10-A.)
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Development Priorities
•

The County's over-riding priority is to maintain a healthy environment and the natural systems
which support human life and activity, especially a dependable supply of clean water.

•

The future of Ponoka County lies with a strong farm economy, and Council will do whatever is
necessary to support farming as an industry and as a way of life. Other land uses will be allowed
only if they are compatible with farming and a clean environment.

•

The County will work with industry to ensure that non-renewable resources (oil, gas, coal,
gravel, etc) are protected against development which might make extraction more difficult or
dangerous or expensive.

•

The County is part of a single local economy with the towns of Ponoka and Rimbey, and Council
will ensure that its decisions do not stand in the ways of the towns' growth.

•

Ponoka County acknowledges the right of the owner of real property to the use and enjoyment
of said property, and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with law.
(By-Law 23-22-A)

Subject to these over-riding priorities, the County will support diversification of the economy into nonagricultural activities, including non-farm residences, and appropriate commercial and industrial uses,
resource development, and recreation.

1. Agriculture
Agriculture is the backbone of the local economy, and the County will give all necessary support to the
industry when making land use decisions.
Protection of the land base: The County will support agriculture by securing its land base, and by
ensuring that farmers have the right to farm without unnecessary interference.
Policy 1.1

People who choose to live in rural areas must expect to live with the normal sights and
sounds and smells of country life. As a general principle, the County will support any
producer who is using generally accepted practices and is threatened with a nuisance
lawsuit.

Policy 1.2

Rural land capable of producing a good cereal or forage crop will wherever possible be
reserved for agricultural use. Land which is cleared and in production, and with a
farmland assessment rating of 30% or more, will normally be zoned only for agriculture.
(Throughout this document, land rated at 30% or better will be referred to as "good
land" and land rated at less than 30% will be referred to as "poor land". Farmland
assessment data may be seen at the County office.)
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Policy 1.3

There will be no automatic right to subdivide land which is zoned for agriculture. Every
application will be examined for its effect on nearby agricultural operations, and
neighbours will be consulted before a decision is made.

Diversification of Agriculture: Specialty crops and new types of agriculture are increasingly important,
and are welcome as a source of jobs and a way of diversifying the economy. Not all of these require the
same things as traditional farming. For example, a market garden may only need 20 acres, but may have
exacting requirements for soil type, water supply, or microclimate.
Policy 1.4

A new Agricultural Smallholding district will be established in the land use By-Law to
allow the creation of smaller parcels for specialty agriculture.

Policy 1.5

In the Agricultural Smallholding district, more than one parcel may be subdivided out of
a quarter section for agricultural use if conditions are right for specialty agricultural
operations.

Policy 1.6

The County will encourage on-farm processing of agricultural products, and will amend
the Land Use By-Law as necessary to allow activities which add value to farm products.
On land zoned Agricultural, activities using only family labour will not need to obtain a
development permit.

Subdivision allowed: Some types of subdivision are compatible with farming, and will normally be
allowed on land zoned for agriculture provided they are compatible with Policies 1.1 to 1.3.
Policy 1.7

On land zoned Agricultural, and with a Canada Land Inventory soil rating of Class 1 or 2
(shown on Map 1), a single residential lot may be subdivided from a quarter section,
using the policies set out in section 3 below.

Policy 1.8

On land with a Canada Land Inventory soil rating of Class 1 or 2, agricultural parcels of
80 acres or less will be approved only if the land has been rezoned to Agricultural
Smallholding.

Policy 1.9

On land zoned Agricultural, and with a Canada Land Inventory soil rating of Class 3 to 7,
a quarter section may be subdivided to create either a residential lot plus an agricultural
remainder, or two agricultural parcels of approximately 80 acres, adjusted to fit natural
boundaries.

Policy 1.10

Land which is physically severed by a road, railway, river, or other obstacle to
cultivation, and which contains a suitable building site, may be subdivided as a separate
parcel in addition to the subdivisions noted in 1.7 to 1.9 above.

Policy 1.11

Because conflicts may arise between farm and non-farm landowners, land with a low
farmland assessment rating will not automatically be rezoned for non-agricultural use.
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Some Exceptions: It is not possible or even desirable to preserve all farmable land for farming. In some
cases, other uses will have priority.
Policy 1.12

The protection of farm land will not be used to prevent the logical and economic
expansion of urban municipalities and existing hamlets.

Policy 1.13

Land may be rezoned to allow other uses in agricultural areas if this is compatible with
agriculture, and no other location is feasible.

Policy 1.14

If an area of good farm land is too small to be farmed economically, it may, at the
discretion of Council, be rezoned for other uses.

Policy 1.15

At the discretion of Council, good farm land may be rezoned for recreational and
residential use adjacent to water bodies.

Policy 1.16

Landowners are encouraged to keep natural vegetation on land next to rivers and
streams. In order to provide an economic incentive, Council may, if requested, rezone
such land for recreational or residential uses (see sections 8 and 15).

2. Intensive Animal Operations
Until recently, municipalities had the power to regulate confined feeding operations (CFOs) through
their land use By-Laws. This authority was taken away by the Agricultural Operations Practices Act
(AOPA) which came into effect in 2002.
Provincial regulators are required to consult municipalities before approving a CFO, and an operation
which conflicts with a municipal development plan must be refused (although this refusal can be
overturned on appeal). Municipalities retain the authority to regulate smaller operations. It is therefore
necessary for the County to establish policies on livestock feeding operations.
Policies dealing with operations under provincial jurisdiction:
Policy 2.1

The County encourages CFOs as a way of adding value to grain crops, and providing
more employment and income per acre of land. However, the environment and the
rights of neighbours must be protected.

Policy 2.2

The County believes that very large CFOs are inappropriate in this part of Alberta, and
requests the NRCB not to allow them here. "Very large" means more than ten times the
size shown in Column 3 of Schedule 2 in Alberta Regulation 257/2001. For example,
column 3 shows that a 250 sow farrow-to-finish operation requires NRCB approval, so
"very large" means an operation with more than 2,500 sows.

Policy 2.3

No new CFO shall be established in the following areas:


Land within two miles of the towns of Ponoka and Rimbey,
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Land within one mile of the hamlets of Bluffton, Maskwacis and Usona,
Land within one mile of Crestomere and Mecca Glen schools,
Land in the Gull Lake and Red Deer Lake watersheds,
Land within one mile of Chain Lakes, and
Land designated as a CFO exclusion zone in an area structure plan which has been
adopted by By-Law.

And the County requests the NRCB to impose very strict conditions on manure handling
and storage in the following areas:



The Chain Lakes watershed
The Maskwa Creek watershed, which is part of the watershed supplying the City of
Wetaskiwin.

These areas are shown on Map 2.

(By-Law 14-18-A)

Policy 2.4

The County requests the NRCB to set strict rules for the timely incorporation of manure
spread within a mile of any urban municipality or rural residence.

Policy 2.5

The County requests the NRCB not to allow CFOs closer than two miles to any lake
unless the regulators are convinced that the manure management system is fail-safe
and there is no reasonable risk of contamination of the lake.

Policy 2.6

CFOs should not be established or expanded where there is any risk that runoff will
contaminate domestic water supplies.

Policy 2.7

The County will protect existing CFOs by not normally issuing a development permit for
a new residence within the Minimum Distance Separation (MDS) of an existing or
approved CFO, unless the residence is associated with that CFO. This policy may be
over-ridden if there is nowhere else to build a residence on the parcel in question. (MDS
distances are not published in table form, but NRCB staff will calculate them on
request.)

Policy 2.8

Council believes it is unfair for a CFO to devalue other people's land by making it
unavailable for a residence, so where a new CFO is proposed, the MDS should be
contained entirely within land owned by the operator of the CFO, unless the other party
agrees in writing that the MDS may encroach on his property.

Matters under County jurisdiction:
Policy 2.9

Intensive animal operations too small to fall under AOPA will be allowed without the
need for a development permit in all areas zoned agricultural, provided they are at least
half a mile away from third party residences, watercourses, and urban places. If they
are within half a mile of those things, they will be discretionary uses. A discretionary
use may be appealed by people claiming to be affected.
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Policy 2.10

Some areas are especially suited to intensive animal operations because of good roads,
plentiful water supply, superior soil conditions, and a lack of conflicting land uses. In
these areas, the County may apply Agricultural Smallholding zoning to allow more than
one CFO or ILO to be subdivided out of a quarter section.

Policy 2.11

The County may develop policies to reduce the nuisance caused by the spreading of
manure near residences. These policies may include a requirement for immediate
incorporation of manure, and limitations on the rate or timing of application.

3. Single Parcel Subdivisions in Agricultural Areas
As noted in Policies 1.7 and 1.9 above, a single residential parcel may normally be created on any
unsubdivided quarter section which has Agricultural zoning. This section sets out the detailed
requirements for such subdivisions.
Policy 3.1

Residential subdivision must not interfere or conflict with




agricultural operations in the area, or
existing or future roads or utilities, or
the logical and economic expansion of a nearby urban area,

and a proposed subdivision which does not meet these requirements may be refused.
Policy 3.2

A subdivided yard site must not include cultivated land.

Policy 3.3

A subdivided yard site must be as small as possible, ideally in the three to five acre
range, or such larger area as is needed to include residential improvements and
shelterbelts. Depending on the particular circumstances, yard sites may also include
tree covered land and other areas with no agricultural value. Tree covered land
included in a subdivided yard site may be subject to a conservation easement to protect
the tree cover in perpetuity.

Policy 3.4

A subdivided yard site containing a residence must have a sewer system which complies
with provincial regulations. A sub-standard system must be upgraded before a
subdivision is registered.

Policy 3.5

Where there is no developed site on a quarter section, or where the owner does not
wish to subdivide an existing developed site, he may instead apply to subdivide between
three and five acres of bare land as his 'first parcel out'. This option is open only if the
land has been owned by that person or family for at least five years.

Policy 3.6

A parcel created under Policy 3.5 must normally be on the poorest land on the quarter
section, and in a location which minimizes interference with farming operations.
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Policy 3.7

A parcel approved under Policy 3.5 must be serviced before the subdivision is registered
at Land Titles Office. Servicing means that at least three of the following improvements
must exist on site:






Policy 3.8

an approach in to the parcel off a maintained municipal road
a natural or planted shelterbelt
a habitable residence
a water well
electrical service.

Where the municipal road serving a proposed yard site subdivision is not built to current
standards, the developer may be required to upgrade it, and will be required to
dedicate road widening across the parcel being subdivided to achieve a 30 metre total
right of way. Road widening may be by immediate dedication, or by an agreement
caveated on title.

Second residential subdivisions out of farm quarters:
The policies set out above make it clear that in agricultural areas, a second residential subdivision out of
a quarter section will not normally be allowed. Nevertheless, there is one situation which may justify a
second subdivision. Some quarter sections contain both a residential subdivision, and a house and yard
on the agricultural remainder. A neighbouring farmer may want to buy the land, but not the house and
yard.
Policy 3.9

Council may rezone to allow subdivision of a second residential site from a farm quarter
if both the house on the subdivided lot, and the house on the agricultural remainder,
are at least 20 years old and are still in use.
This policy does not allow the subdivision of residential sites out of 80 acre parcels.

4. Rural Non-farm Residences
There is a strong demand for rural residential parcels, and the County is willing to meet this demand
provided that it does not damage agriculture or the environment, or impede the logical and economic
growth of urban areas.
The demand for rural residential parcels will be met from two sources: multi-lot subdivisions, and the
subdivision of yard sites out of farm quarters. Policies on farm yard sites were set out in section 3. This
section deals with multi-lot subdivisions.
Policy 4.1

In order to reduce conflicts with agriculture, and to minimize the cost of maintaining
roads and other municipal services, Council believes it is better to concentrate most
multi-lot subdivisions in a few well-defined areas, leaving the rest of the county
primarily agricultural.
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Policy 4.2

Map 3 shows locations where Council is willing to consider allowing multiple-lot
residential subdivisions. These areas
•
•
•
•

are accessible by good roads, preferably paved roads maintained by the provincial
government,
do not limit the logical expansion of Ponoka and Rimbey,
have mostly poor soils (CLI Class 5), except where the use of better soils may be
justified because the land is close to urban areas or recreational lakes or overlooking
river valleys, and
residential development here will have less impact on farming than in other areas of
the county.

Some of these areas may be deleted, and others may be added, following detailed
investigation, and depending on the views of residents.
Policy 4.3

Before a new area is opened up for multi-lot residential use, the County will prepare and
adopt an "overview plan" which
•
•
•
•
•
•

defines the boundaries of the area,
considers the effect on farming and other existing land uses,
considers water supply,
looks at possible conflicts (for example, with resource extraction),
proposes necessary road improvements, and
sets out a method by which developers pay for off-site costs such as road
construction.

Residents will be invited to participate in the overview plans, and their concerns will be
carefully considered before Council makes a decision.
Policy 4.4

If an overview plan shows that part of the county is suitable for multi-lot residential
development, it will be adopted by resolution of Council, and individual landowners will
then be free to prepare more detailed plans for their property, showing the general
scheme of development, roads and drainage, lot sizes, how water and sewer will be
provided to the lots, and how the development will relate to surrounding lands. This
outline plan must be accepted by Council before any of the land is rezoned for
residential use. Council may choose to adopt the outline plan by By-Law as an area
structure plan.

Policy 4.5

In order to maintain a rural appearance, no more than 48 lots will normally be allowed
on a quarter section, unless the subdivision is to be served by a piped water system, in
which case a maximum of 100 lots may be allowed. These limits will not be applied to
quarter sections where subdivision has already started at higher densities. (Higher
densities than 100 per quarter section may be considered under Urban Residential or
Lakeshore Recreation zoning, but only if suitable sewer service is available.)
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Policy 4.6

If a quarter section being subdivided contains significant areas of better quality soil,
those areas must normally be left as a single large parcel, with the residential lots
concentrated on the poorer soil.

Policy 4.7

Once an area is subdivided into multiple residential lots, the County will not allow resubdivision of those lots unless it is petitioned by a majority of the landowners, and a
comprehensive plan is submitted and is accepted by Council.
This policy does not prevent the re-subdivision of large remnant parcels.

Policy 4.8

The County will continue to control the use of land and buildings and their location, but
apart from that, any building which meets the Alberta Building Code will be given a
development permit. Council is not prepared to set design standards or minimum
house sizes.

Policy 4.9

The County encourages developers to register mutually-enforceable restrictive
covenants on title before they sell lots. However, as it is not a party to such covenants,
the County cannot enforce them; that must be done by the residents of the subdivision.

Policy 4.10

The number and type of livestock allowed in multi-lot subdivisions will be controlled
through the land use By-Law.

Policy 4.11

The County generally supports home businesses in residential areas provided that the
residential character of the area is maintained. The land use By-Law will provide some
controls. Developers wanting a higher degree of control will be encouraged to register
restrictive covenants.

5. Rural Industry
Traditionally, most industry has been located in urban areas, close to other industry, and where there is
access to water and sewer lines and paved roads. These advantages justify the higher cost of urban
land. However, some types of industry seek locations outside town.
Highway locations: Sites with direct access to Highway 2 are very attractive because of the exposure to
over 20,000 vehicles a day, and access to a road with high load limits.
Policy 5.1

The County will welcome proposals to develop industrial subdivisions where provincial
highways and local roads give access to Highway 2. Possible locations are shown on
Map 4.

Policy 5.2

The County recognizes that provincial approval is needed for any development adjacent
to provincial highways, so Alberta Transportation will be involved from the outset in the
planning of any site. Highway safety will be paramount.
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Policy 5.3

Because there are so few accesses to Highway 2, and not all of these may be suitable for
development, it is important to limit development to those uses which most benefit
from proximity to the highway.

Policy 5.4

The County's present Industrial zoning can accommodate industrial uses. Commercial
uses will be accommodated by a new land use district entitled Prime Location
Commercial District, with the allowable uses strictly defined so that the interchanges are
not used for big box stores, retail malls, auto sales, or other uses which should remain in
urban areas.

Policy 5.5

A proposal under Policy 5.1 will not be considered until the developer has submitted an
area structure plan, and this plan has been approved by Council and Alberta
Transportation.

Locations adjacent to Ponoka and Rimbey: Council is very aware of the conflicts which can arise when
a rural municipality allows development on the borders of an urban municipality.
Policy 5.6

Proposals to develop industrial or commercial sites immediately adjacent to Ponoka and
Rimbey will be approved only
•
•
•
•

following the adoption of an area structure plan,
with the consent of the town council,
to the standards of the town, and
on the understanding that annexation will shortly follow.

Off highway locations: Some businesses seek rural off-highway locations because they want low cost
land and do not need municipal services.
Policy 5.7

Industrial and commercial establishments may be allowed away from provincial
highways if they meet the following tests:
• Only poorer quality farm land will be rezoned for industrial or commercial use.
• The County will not approve developments where the tax yield is insufficient to pay
the extra municipal costs of roads, policing, etc.
• Regardless of any fiscal benefits to the municipality, the County may refuse to
approve a rural industrial or commercial business if people living nearby will suffer a
significant reduction in land values or quality of life.

Natural resource extraction and processing: Some activities are tied to their resource base and there is
no other feasible location.
Policy 5.8

Council may waive Policy 1.1 (protection of good farm land) to allow industrial uses tied
to the location of a natural resource such as gravel, coal, oil, or gas.
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Unwelcome development: Some forms of industry are useful, and provide taxes and jobs, but nobody
wants them nearby. Auto wreckers are one example. The ideal site would be isolated, or hidden by
trees, but served by a good road with high load limits.
Policy 5.9

The County invites proposals from landowners whose land might be suitable for auto
wreckers, scrap yards, dead animal disposal plants, and other land uses which can be
screened and buffered, preferably by mature trees, to hide them from residences and
the travelling public.

Home businesses: With more non-farm people living in rural areas, and with farmers looking for other
sources of income, there are an increased number of home-based businesses. These provide jobs and
income and some tax revenue, but they can be unpopular with the neighbours if they create extra traffic
or cause unsightly premises.
Policy 5.10

Home businesses will normally be allowed provided they have no significant off-site
effects. Rules under the land use By-Law will be tighter in multi-lot residential
subdivisions, and looser in agricultural areas.

Policy 5.11

If a home business will have significant off-site effects, it may still be allowed if these
effects can be reduced or managed to the satisfaction of the neighbours.

Policy 5.12

When a development permit is issued for a home business, the owners will be told that
if the business outgrows the residential neighbourhood, they will have to move.

Policy 5.13

Developers who do not want any home businesses in their subdivisions may achieve this
by registering restrictive covenants.

6. Urban Expansion
The County will co-operate with urban municipalities to make their expansion as easy as possible.
Policy 6.1

Before approving any subdivision or development within two miles of Ponoka or
Rimbey, or within half a mile of Parkland Beach, the County will request the comments
of the urban place to ensure that the subdivision or development will not interfere with
future roads, utilities, drainage schemes, or land use patterns.

Policy 6.2

Subdivision at urban densities will not be permitted close to urban areas unless the land
is to be annexed immediately.

Policy 6.3

Land close to town which is unserviceable (for example, because of slope or elevation)
might be developed for unserviced lots which will remain under County jurisdiction, but
this will not be done without the agreement of the town council.
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Policy 6.4

The County will use its authority to keep development away from existing and proposed
sewer lagoons and waste handling facilities operated by towns in order to protect the
public investment in these facilities.

Policy 6.5

The County will not allow new intensive animal operations in locations that may prevent
the orderly and economic growth of towns.

Policy 6.6

Unless the town councils request otherwise, municipal reserves due as a result of
subdivision close to town will be deferred so that they can be taken later, at the time of
re-subdivision into urban size lots. Decisions on environmental reserves will be made in
consultation with the town.

Policy 6.7

Council will not object to the annexation of land
• which is needed for immediate development by the towns, or
• where the towns demonstrate a need for planning control over land which may be
annexed in the future.
• where an intermunicipal development plan supports annexation.

Policy 6.8

Council requests that it be involved in planning the areas referred to in policy 6.7 above.

Policy 6.10

Where annexation has been agreed by all parties, but the order-in-council has not yet
been issued, Council may use sections 623 and 624 of the Municipal Government Act to
delegate subdivision and development authority to the town in order to simply the
approval process.

Policy 6.11

Council will encourage the expansion of hamlets to take advantage of existing schools,
utilities, and other tax-funded investments.

7. Lake Development
Recreational lakes are scarce in Alberta, and have the potential to generate assessment at fairly low cost
to the County, but this must not overshadow the need to maintain natural systems.
Policy 7.1

The County will manage the land surrounding lakes so as to preserve (and if possible
improve) the quality of water, maintain optimum flows and water levels, and support
the needs of fish and wildlife. These needs will take priority over recreational demand.

Policy 7.2

In some areas, the need to preserve water quality will mean excluding some types of
agriculture from land adjacent to or draining into lakes.

Policy 7.3

The County will maintain and update management plans for all recreational lakes.
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Policy 7.4

Lake management plans will not favour one type of recreation over another; market
demand will be used to allocate land between cottaging, day use, and other types of
recreation.

Policy 7.5

Gull Lake and Red Deer Lake are regarded as recreational lakes, and, subject to any
other statutory plan, nearby land will be managed to maximize the lakes' recreational
value.

Policy 7.6

Maximizing recreation does not mean uncontrolled development. The County's rule will
be to allow development at sustainable levels.

Policy 7.7

Public access and private cottages do not make a good mix, so public access should be
concentrated at a few large sites, rather than scattered throughout a cottage
subdivision.

Policy 7.8

Central docking and boat storage facilities are preferred to many individual facilities.

Policy 7.9

The County favours the installation of municipal sewage gathering and treatment
systems at recreational lakes. Without financial help from senior governments, such
systems cannot be installed immediately, but subdivisions must be laid out to enable
retrofitting when funding is available.

Policy 7.10

Council encourages landowners to maintain tree cover on land draining into lakes. One
way of doing this is to have tree covered land subdivided into large residential lots.
Experience elsewhere shows that on parcels of this size, most of the land will be left in
natural vegetation.

8. Water Management
In the long term, the biggest constraint on development in this part of Alberta will be a shortage of
water. Water management is primarily the responsibility of the Alberta government, but because
municipalities control land use, and land use often affects water, the County also has an important role
to play.
Policy 8.1

Council believes that domestic and farm users should have top priority for the available
water supplies.

Policy 8.2

A credible threat to surface water supplies or groundwater will be a sufficient reason for
Council to reject any proposed development.

Policies relating to groundwater:
Policy 8.3

The County encourages work to identify groundwater recharge areas. Academic
research will be encouraged, and land developers may be required to identify recharge
areas as part of their subdivision applications.
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Policy 8.4

The County may negotiate conservation easements covering groundwater recharge
areas.

Policy 8.5

If land containing a groundwater recharge area is proposed for subdivision into small
lots, the recharge area will normally be taken into public ownership as Municipal or
Environmental Reserve. In some places Environmental Reserve Easements may be
used.

Policy 8.6

Experience has shown that the owners of large residential acreages usually retain the
tree cover. The County will consider allowing such subdivision as a way of retaining tree
cover in groundwater recharge areas. Conservation easements and environmental
reserve easements may be used to further protect tree cover in these areas.

Policy 8.7

Municipal water wells will be marked on the County's land use By-Law maps so that
incompatible land uses can be kept away. Urban municipalities are requested to supply
these locations to the County.

Policy 8.8

Council encourages all well users to register their use of groundwater under the Water
Act. Registration will protect existing users against those who may come later.

Policy 8.9

The County opposes the use of near-surface potable groundwater for oilfield injection,
and may intervene in any ERCB hearing at which such use is proposed.

Policies relating to surface water:
Policy 8.10

Council will adopt policies which encourage landowners to keep tree cover on land
adjacent to watercourses so as to retard runoff and spread out flows over a longer
period of time. As far as possible, these policies will use incentives and avoid
compulsion. For example, tree covered land may be granted subdivision approval more
easily than cleared land.

Policy 8.11

The County will discourage artificial drainage schemes that may increase the intensity of
runoff. Developers may be asked to provide engineering analysis of runoff patterns, and
to change their designs to minimize peaks flows. Storm water retention and settling
ponds will be encouraged even when they are not mandated by Alberta Environment.

Policy 8.12

The Agricultural Service Board will not recommend grants for land clearance or drainage
schemes if there is any risk of increasing peak flows in nearby watercourses.

Policy 8.13

As noted in the section on intensive animal operations, the County requests the NRCB to
be extremely careful about allowing new or expanded confined feeding operations on
land which drains into Maskwa Creek, which contributes to the water supply for the City
of Wetaskiwin.
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Policy 8.14

The County agrees with the aims of the Cows & Fish program and, subject to budgetary
constraints, may direct municipal staff to support that program.

Policies relating to water delivery systems:
Policy 8.15

Any private water system serving multiple lots must be capable of supporting itself
financially through the contributions of the landowners who benefit from it, and must
be set up on a proper legal basis.

Policy 8.16

The County will not approve any multi-lot development which depends on a private
water system unless it meets the full standards of regulatory agencies, and no
contingent liability falls upon the municipality.

Policy 8.17

Any private water system must be owned and operated by an organization which has
the legal right to levy charges on its customers. Two possibilities are a condominium
association or a private utility company.

9.

Waste Water Disposal

Rural municipalities generally have little to do with waste water (sewage) systems, but there are some
aspects in which the County must get involved.
Alternative systems: Standard municipal sewer systems depending on gravity flow are expensive to
install, and are usually economic only in high density areas. In low density developments, alternative
systems are available.
Policy 9.1

In low density developments, the County will consider the use of low pressure sewer
systems as a cost-effective alternative to gravity lines.

Policy 9.2

Sewer systems must normally be owned and operated by the County. However, Council
will consider approving privately-owned systems under the conditions laid out in
Policies 8.15 to 8.17.

Non-conforming systems: Many farmhouses use open discharge sewer systems, in which the effluent,
after passing through a settling tank, is pumped out on to the ground surface. Open discharge systems
conform with the plumbing code as long as the outfall is at least 90 metres (about 300 feet) from
property lines. This requires a lot of about eight acres, often including cultivated land, which sets up a
conflict between the plumbing code and Council's wish to have such lots as small as possible.
Policy 9.3

When a lot containing an existing house is to be subdivided from a larger parcel, the
County will require that the existing sewer system be inspected, and if it does not
comply with the Alberta Private Sewer Systems Standard of Practice for a parcel of the
proposed size, it must be upgraded or replaced to conform before the subdivision is
registered.
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Policy 9.4

The County will require a similar inspection and any necessary upgrading or
replacement as a condition of a development permit for the replacement or expansion
of a house on a subdivided lot.

Policy 9.5

Letters of Compliance issued to lenders will note whether or not the sewer system on a
subdivided lot complies with the Alberta Private Sewer Systems Standard of Practice,
and if this is not known, the letter will record that fact.

Special rules for the Gull Lake watershed: The Gull Lake Inter-municipal Development Plan, adopted in
August 2010, commits the County to a higher level of waste water treatment on land draining into Gull
Lake.
Policy 9.6

The County will require all new multi-lot residential developments and all new
recreational stalls within half a mile of the shore of Gull Lake be connected to piped
sewer service at the time of development. This is a higher standard than that set out in
Policy 7.9 of this MDP.

(Policy 9.6 and preamble added by By-Law 32-10-A)

10.

Municipal Roads

It is vital to have good roads, but impossible to build all that residents want. An open, public planning
process can help resolve some of the conflicts.
Policy 10.1

Council will develop a four-level hierarchy of roads: provincial highways, local main
roads, local roads, and agricultural access roads.

Policy 10.2

Local main roads will be heavy duty gravel roads constructed on a 30 metre right of way.
Typically, they will be spaced approximately four miles apart, adjusted as necessary to
minimize the number of bridges and other expensive construction.

Policy 10.3

Once the local main road system has been established by Council, the land use By-Law
will be used to protect the future right-of-way by keeping new buildings well back from
the future road.

Policy 10.4

The County will also protect the rights-of-way required for new roads identified in the
expansion plans of urban municipalities.

Policy 10.5

Because the owners of small parcels are often reluctant to sell land for road widening,
the County will normally take any necessary road widening when small parcels are
created by subdivision, or when a proposed development will bring increased road
traffic.

Policy 10.6

Road construction priorities will be set from time to time by Council, following
engineering and planning input and public response. It is expected that local main roads
will have top priority.
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Policy 10.7

Because suitable road access is a prerequisite to subdivision and development, the
County will not approve a subdivision or issue a development permit unless the lot has
access to a maintained public road.

Policy 10.8

If the owner of such a parcel asks the County to construct a road, it will be built in
accordance with Council's road building priorities. If the landowner is not willing to
wait, he may construct the necessary road to County standards at his own expense. In
that case Council may agree to share the cost with the landowner.

Policy 10.9

Requests for road construction must be received by the end of November if they are to
be considered as part of the budget for the following year.

Policy 10.10

Legal access to a lot by easement alone is unacceptable.

Road building costs: Roads are often seen as "general benefit" items: because everyone uses them,
everyone pays for them though taxes. However, when land is being subdivided, and a road must be
built to serve that development, it is only fair that the beneficiary should pay the cost.
Policy 10.11

11.

In areas where new development is expected, overview plans (see Policy 4.3) will lay out
where new or improved roads are needed, and will allocate the costs among benefiting
properties, using a fair and transparent method.

Airports

Recent legal decisions have cast doubt on the ability of a municipality to control the use of land around
airports. Aviation is federally controlled and a municipality has no right to legislate. However, a
municipality does have the right to protect its ratepayers by keeping them away from of hazardous
areas.
Policy 11.1

12.

The County will refuse to issue development permits for buildings in locations that may
be dangerous, and this includes land in the approaches to airports.

Railways

Railway operations are outside municipal jurisdiction, but there are some places where the County can
and should get involved to protect public safety.
Noise, vibration, and safety issues can make homes and railways poor neighbours.
Policy 12.1

The land use By-Law will require that houses be set back from railway lines by the same
distance as from main roads.
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Policy 12.2

Where a subdivision or development is proposed within 100m of a railway line, the
County may refer the application to the railway company for advice before making a
decision.

Policy 12.3

In some cases it may be appropriate to have the developer build berms and/or fences to
separate residences from railway lines.

Uncontrolled railway crossings are dangerous, but it is too expensive to install lights and barriers at all
of them
Policy 12.4

The County will identify crossings which it believes to be dangerous, and will work with
the railway companies and Alberta Transportation (AT) to decide how these should be
managed.

Policy 12.5

With the assistance of the railway companies and AT, the County will attempt to reduce
the number of crossings so that investment in safety features can be concentrated
where it will do the most good.

Private farm crossings are especially dangerous, but can often be eliminated when land is subdivided.
For example, a quarter divided by a railway no longer needs a crossing if the land on each side of the rail
line is owned and farmed by separate people.
Policy 12.6

The County may require closure of private farm crossings as a condition of subdivision if
there is no longer an agricultural reason to have a crossing.

Policy 12.7

The County will not issue a development permit for a residence using a private railway
crossing unless there is no other feasible means of access.

Policy 12.8

The County will not approve a subdivision which creates a parcel dependent on a private
railway crossing for legal and physical access.

Abandoned rail rights-of-way have been identified as possible routes for public trails. However, these
trails bring with them risks of trespass on to adjoining farm land.
Policy 12.9

13.

Council prefers to see abandoned railway rights-of-way re-consolidated with adjacent
farm land, and it will not support conversion to public trails unless there is support from
adjacent landowners.

Mineral Resources

Extracting mineral resources in a careful, planned manner will generate jobs and taxes. The County has
a responsibility to see that the resources are not sterilized by incompatible surface development. The
County also has a responsibility to protect farm operations and residences from ill-planned mineral
extraction, although its power to do so is limited by provincial law.
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Policy 13.1

Extraction and processing of natural resources will normally be approved provided that
the municipality does not have to subsidize the development: for example, if roads have
to be upgraded, this will be at the industry's expense.

Policy 13.2

The County's support for mineral extraction will be contingent on minimizing the
damage it does to soil, water, and farming operations.

Policy 13.3

Subject to 13.2 above, the quality of farm land will not be an issue in deciding on a
development application for extractive industry or associated processing plants.

Policy 13.4

The County may use its land use powers to prevent subdivision and development which
would make future resource extraction difficult or uneconomic. For that reason, the
County may limit development in areas underlain by coal which is shallow enough to be
surface mined, as shown on Map 5.

Policy 13.5

The County will ensure that inappropriate surface development does not interfere with
a proposed CO2 injection scheme west of Ponoka. The general area of this scheme is
shown on Map 4.

Policy 13.6

Where a house is proposed in a sour gas area, the County will consult the ERCB before
issuing a development permit.

Policy 13.7

In order to reduce duplication with the provincial permit system, the County will not
require mineral companies to file land reclamation plans with their development permit
applications, unless the application is too small to fall under provincial jurisdiction.

The County's ability to enforce some of these policies may be limited by sections 618-620 of the
Municipal Government Act, which exempts some oil and gas operations from local control, and allows
provincial regulators to over-ride municipal policies.

14.

Hazard Areas

The responsibility for choosing a safe building site rests primarily on the landowner or builder, but the
County owes a duty of care to these people when it approves a subdivision or issues a building permit.
Unfortunately, the County does not have comprehensive mapping of risk areas, so it will be the
developer's responsibility to prove that a site is safe.
Policy 14.1

At the discretion of the County, an applicant for a development permit or for subdivision
approval may be asked to show that a proposed building sites is not at risk from, among
other things,
•
•

flooding
high water table
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Policy 14.2

15.

unstable slopes
ground subsidence as a result of coal mining or other causes
soil contamination from previous land uses
groundwater contamination
soil unsuitable for sewage disposal
abandoned oil and gas wells
aircraft operations

The County may refuse to approve a subdivision or issue a development permit if the
site appears to be a hazardous one, unless the owner takes remedial or defensive
measures.

Fish and Wildlife

Wildlife management is a provincial responsibility, but the County can assist through its authority over
land use.
Policy 15.1

In areas of important habitat for waterfowl and ungulates (see Map 6) overview plans
and area structure plans must show that development is compatible with the needs of
wildlife.

Policy 15.2

When land is subdivided and reserves are due, the location of those reserves will be
guided in part by the needs of wildlife, especially the need for travel corridors and
refuge areas.

Policy 15.3

The design of subdivisions should minimize the loss of wildlife habitat. Some examples
of wildlife-friendly subdivision design are shown on Map 7.

Policy 15.4

Council will consider using money paid in place of reserves to purchase land which is
valuable as wildlife habitat. Wildlife managers are invited to suggest suitable land.

Policy 15.5

When determining the amount of development that can be allowed near a lake or
stream, the County will consider the effect on fish populations from land clearance,
changed flow regimes, siltation, and nutrient enrichment.

Policy 15.6

Wildlife managers will be invited to contribute to lake management plans, and to
identify fish spawning and feeding areas which should be left in their natural state.

Modern farming techniques often result in the loss of small wetlands and patches of bush. In contrast,
the owners of small subdivided parcels often fiercely protect natural areas.
Policy 15.7

When farm yard sites are subdivided from agricultural land, the County may allow
adjacent tree-covered areas, wetlands, and watercourses to be included in the
subdivided parcel.
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Policy 15.8

16.

The County encourages landowners to maintain natural vegetation on land near
watercourses and on steep slopes. In sensitive areas, land may be rezoned to allow
tree-covered land to be subdivided into large acre residential / recreational parcels
which experience shows are very unlikely to be cleared.

Reserve Land

When land is subdivided into multiple lots for non-farm purposes, the Municipal Government Act allows
the municipality to take, without compensation, any undevelopable land as 'environmental reserve', and
up to 10% of the remaining land as 'municipal and school reserve' for parks, schools, and buffer strips.
School reserves: It is the view of Council and both school boards that no land needs to be reserved for
new rural schools.
Policy 16.1

When land is subdivided, no land will be designated for school purposes.

Agricultural exemptions: Policies established elsewhere in this document may result in there being
more than one agricultural subdivision on a single quarter section zoned Agricultural Smallholding.
These second parcels are not automatically exempt from reserves, but Council does not wish to add
costs to genuine agricultural subdivisions, nor does it want to own scattered parcels of land in farming
areas.
Policy 16.2

Agricultural subdivisions will not normally be required to provide land or cash for
reserves, even when they are the second or subsequent subdivision out of a quarter
section. (Section 666(1) of the Municipal Government Act says that a municipality may
take reserves, but is not compelled to do so.)

Environmental reserves: The purpose of environmental reserve is to ensure that undevelopable land is
left in its natural state because building would be dangerous (risk of flooding, slope failure, etc) or
because there is a feature such as a groundwater recharge area that needs to be preserved.
Environmental reserve land is not cost-free to the municipality. It has to be maintained so it does not
become a fire hazard. It is legally open to all, so there may be problems with abuse, and this can lead to
issues of legal liability.
As an alternative to owning the land, the County has the option of leaving it in private ownership, but
taking an 'environmental reserve easement' which limits it use. The easement runs with the title and is
binding on future owners.
Policy 16.3

When land is subdivided, the County will protect environmentally sensitive areas by
taking them as environmental reserves or by registering an environmental reserve
easement.
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Policy 16.4

Whether a piece of land is taken into municipal ownership as environmental reserve, or
is made subject to an environmental reserve easement, will be determined after
consultation with the landowner, the neighbours, and environmental agencies.

Municipal Reserves: The purpose of municipal reserve is to provide land for parks, and for buffer strips
separating different land uses. The County agrees that where a subdivision causes a need for parks,
schools, or other public land, the developer should give up this land, just as he must give land for roads.
However, the County is not interested in owning land for which it has no use.
Policy 16.5

The County will ask for municipal reserves in the form of land only where that
subdivision creates a real need for land to be dedicated.

Policy 16.6

Even when there is no need for park, there may be a need for land for wildlife.
Developers may be asked to redesign subdivisions so as to leave wildlife travel corridors
and refuge areas, and this land will be taken as municipal reserve.

Management of Existing Municipal Reserves: The County owns large areas of vacant, undeveloped
land which were dedicated as reserve when land was subdivided. As noted elsewhere, this land
exposes the municipality to legal liability. Council may also be asked to adjudicate between competing
uses, such as wildlife enthusiasts versus motorized recreationists.
Policy 16.7

Council prefers not to actively manage reserve land. This role is better undertaken by
groups of local residents. Council is willing to enter into management agreements with
such groups.

Policy 16.8

Where local residents' groups are not interested in managing municipal reserve land,
and it has no apparent value as park or habitat, Council may, following public
consultation, entertain offers to lease or purchase the land.

Policy 16.9

Preference will be given to groups and individuals who wish to use the land for natural
purposes such as bird sanctuaries.

Policy 16.10

Reserve land will be leased or sold only for purposes that are compatible with
surrounding residential and farm uses. Sales may be subject to restrictive covenants (in
favour of surrounding landowners) to exclude incompatible uses.

Policy 16.11

In some cases, the best use of undeveloped reserve land may be to enlarge the
surrounding residential parcels.

Policy 16.12

Reserve land will not be sold or leased against the wishes of local residents.

Policy 16.13

Reserve land which provides public access to lakes will not be closed or sold.

Money in place of reserves: Instead of taking land, a municipality may take cash to the same value.
Money taken in place of reserves, or from the sale of unwanted reserve land, must by law be used to
purchase or upgrade recreational or school land elsewhere.
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Policy 16.14

Where there is no need for park land in a subdivision, the County will take its cash
equivalent, and use that money to purchase land or develop recreational facilities
elsewhere.

Policy 16.15

Council may use money from its reserve fund for capital funding of recreational facilities
in urban places which are used by county residents. These facilities may be owned and
operated by the town councils, or school boards, or registered non-profit societies.

Policy 16.16

County residents are invited to propose other uses for municipal reserve funds which
meet the requirements of the Municipal Government Act.

17 The Planning Process
The previous sections of this document have dealt with the content of land use policies. This section
deals with the process by which decisions are made.
In Alberta this process is governed by two principles. First, it is conducted under the rule of law, which
may be summarized as meaning that the rules must be known to all, equally applicable to all, and
impartially administered. Second, planning tries to strike a balance between the rights of landowners
and the rights of neighbours. The second principle is summarized in section 617 of the Municipal
Government Act, which says that policies must be set and decisions made "without infringing on the
rights of individuals ... except to the extent necessary for the overall public interest".
Both of these principles are well served by an open, public process. Provincial legislation requires public
consultation at most stages of the planning process, but in Council's opinion, these legal requirements
are just the start. Therefore:
Policy 17.1

Before opening up a new area for residential development, Council will require that an
"overview plan" for the district is completed, discussed with the public, and formally
adopted as an area structure plan so that the interests of all parties may be considered.
(See also section 4.3)

Policy 17.2

Before rezoning a parcel of land for multiple lot subdivision, Council will require the
owner to prepare an outline plan showing the general scheme of development, roads
and drainage, lot sizes, how water and sewer will be provided to the lots, and how the
development will relate to surrounding lands. This outline plan must be accepted by
Council before any of the land is rezoned for residential use. Council may choose to
adopt the outline plan informally, or by By-Law as an area structure plan.

Policy 17.3

All proposed changes in land use, both subdivision and development, will be referred to
adjacent municipalities for comments before a decision is made. Referral areas will be:
 within two miles of Ponoka and Rimbey, and
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 within half a mile of the counties of Camrose, Clearwater, Lacombe, and Wetaskiwin,
the Summer Village of Parkland Beach, and the Montana and Samson Reserves.
Proposals on land close to important recreational lakes will be referred to the other
municipalities which share the shoreline. They are:
 the entire Gull Lake watershed, and
 land within a mile of Chain Lakes and Red Deer Lake.
These areas are shown on Map 8.
Policy 17.4

Council receives many zoning and subdivision applications which are unlikely to be
approved because they conflict with municipal or provincial policies. Some of the
common conflicts are set out in Appendix A. To reduce the wasted time and effort,
Council directs staff to review every application with the would-be developer to see if
the proposal is consistent with the County's policies. Proposals which do not comply
will be discouraged from proceeding to a formal application.

Policy 17.5

As required by the Municipal Government Act, Council will continue to make all
decisions which must be enacted by By-Law. This includes the adoption and
amendment of intermunicipal development plans, the municipal development plan,
area structure plans, the land use By-Law, and off-site levy By-Laws. Council will also
adopt or amend outline plans. However, Council will not make administrative decisions.
Simple subdivision and development decisions will be made by County staff, while more
complex decisions will be made by a Municipal Planning Commission (MPC).
Commission members will be appointed by Council, and may include County staff,
outside experts, and members at large.

Policy 17.6

The Subdivision Authority (staff or MPC) will refuse any application for subdivision
where a neighbour submits a signed, written objection, based on the policies in this
municipal development plan. The applicant (landowner) will then be invited to appeal
the refusal, and the matter will be decided at a hearing of the Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board.
Despite the above, the Subdivision Authority is not bound to refuse an application
because of a neighbour's objection if the land was recently rezoned for that purpose.

Policy 17.7

Councillors may sit on the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board, but (as required
by section 627 of the Act) must not form a majority of the Board.

Policy 17.8

In order to allow all parties to prepare for hearings and appeals, the County will ask that
all written submissions are provided at least two days in advance, and these
submissions will then be posted on the County website.
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Appendix A
Requirements for Rezoning
Council will approve the rezoning of land for multi-lot residential or large-scale industrial or commercial
subdivision only if the following conditions are met.
1

The land is the subject of an outline plan or area structure plan which has been adopted by
Council.

2

The subdivision or development will have no adverse effect on nearby farming operations.

3

The land is suitable for the proposed use, using the criteria set out in section 7 of the provincial
Subdivision and Development Regulations and the County's land use By-Law.

4

Alberta Transportation has indicated, in writing, that they have no objection to the
development. (This applies only where the land is within half a mile of a numbered highway.)

5

The land is accessible from the nearest highway by a road which meets current County
standards.

6

Where there will be more than 5 lots on a quarter section, the owner has supplied proof of
water supply, using the criteria set out in section 23 of the Water Act.

7

On land within one mile of Ponoka or Rimbey, the town council has no objection.

8

There is no conflict with provincial policies.

